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Language Name:

Punjabi (also Panjabi)

Language Family:

Indo-European → Indo-Iranian → Indo-Aryan

ISO 639-3 Code:

pan (Eastern Punjabi), pnb (Western Punjabi)

Glottolog Code:

panj1256 (Eastern Punjabi)
west2386 (Western Punjabi)

Population:

29,258,970 (Eastern Punjabi)
92,721,700 (Western Punjabi)

Location:

31.633375, 74.871865 (Amritsar, India)
31.51793, 74.34671 (Lahore, Pakistan)

Vitality rating:

EGIDS 4 (Institutional) according to Ethnologue

Summary
Punjabi is an Indo-Aryan language spoken in the Punjab states of India and
Pakistan. There are two major divisions of Punjabi dialects: Eastern and
Western. The Eastern dialects are mainly spoken in the Indian state of Punjab
while Western dialects are spoken in the Punjab state of Pakistan. Punjabi is
written in Gurmukhi and Shahmukhi scripts; the former is derived from the
Lahnda script and is used to write the Eastern dialects in India, the latter is
based on the Perso-Arabic script and is mainly used in Western Punjab in
Pakistan. All the Punjabi dialects have extensively borrowed words from
Arabic, English, Persian, and Urdu. Punjabi speakers grow up in a
multilingual environment. In addition to Punjabi, children are exposed to
Hindi-Urdu and English. There is an ongoing language shift among Punjabi
speakers, particularly those residing in Pakistan and abroad. The author is
involved in the phonetic and phonological documentation of Punjabi dialects
spoken in India and Pakistan.
Hussain, Qandeel. 2020. Punjabi (India and Pakistan) – Language Snapshot. Language Documentation
and Description 19, 144-153.
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Summary (Urdu)

پنجاتی ایک ہنذ آسیائی صتاى ہے جو ہنذوستاى اوس پاکستاى کے پنجاب کے صوتوں
 هششقی اوس:هیں تولی جاتی ہے۔ پنجاتی کو دو لہجوں هیں تقسین کیا جاتا ہے
هغشتی۔ هششقی لہجہ تنیادی طوس پش ہنذوستانی صوتے پنجاب هیں توال جاتا ہے
جثکہ هغشتی لہجہ پاکستاى کے صوتے پنجاب هیں توال جاتا ہے۔ پنجاتی گشهکھی
اوس شاہ هکھی کے سسن الخط هیں لکھی جاتی ہے۔ اول الزکش لہنذا سسن الخط سے
،هاخور ہے اوس ہنذوستاى کے هششقی لہجوں کو لکھنے کے لیے استعوال ہوتا ہے
عشتی سسن الخط پش هثنی ہے اوس یہ تنیادی طوس پش پاکستاى-هؤخشالزکش فاسسی
، انگشیضی،کے هغشتی پنجاب هیں استعوال ہوتا ہے۔ توام پنجاتی لہجے عشتی
فاسسی اوس اسدو صتاى سے تڑے پیوانے پش الفاظ لیتے ہیں۔ پنجاتی تولنے والے
اسدو- تچوں کو ہنذی، کثیش لسانی هاحول هیں تڑے ہوتے ہیں۔ پنجاتی کے عالوہ
اوس انگشیضی صتاى تھی آتی ہے۔ پنجاتی تولنے والوں خصوصا پاکستاى اوس تیشوى
هلک هقین افشاد هیں پنجاتی صتاى سے دوسشی صتانوں کی جانة هنتقلی کا عول
جاسی ہے۔ هصنف ہنذوستاى اوس پاکستاى هیں تولے جانے والے پنجاتی لہجوں کی
صوتی دستاویض تنذی کشتا ہے۔
1. Overview
Punjabi is an Indo-Aryan language spoken in India and Pakistan. 1 A large
number of Punjabi speakers also reside in Australia, Canada, the United
Kingdom, and the United States of America. In Canada, Punjabi is the third
most widely spoken language. The dialects of Punjabi are roughly classified
into two major groups: Eastern and Western (Figure 1). The Eastern dialects
are mainly spoken in the Indian state of Punjab whereas the Western
dialects cover the area of Punjab, Pakistan (Hussain et al. 2019; Singh
1971). Majhi, a dialect of Punjabi spoken in Amritsar (India) and Lahore
(Pakistan) is generally considered the standard dialect of Punjabi (Bhardwaj
2016). After 1947, the year when the Indian subcontinent was divided into
India and Pakistan, a large number of Punjabi speakers migrated from the
Indian Punjab to Pakistani Punjab and settled around Gujranwala,
Faisalabad, Lahore, and Sahiwal. There are no well-defined boundaries of
modern Punjabi dialects (Shackle 1979, 2006). Each city has a slightly
distinct dialect which merges with the neighboring cities. Since early 20th
century, a plethora of linguistic surveys have been conducted to classify the
dialects of both Eastern and Western Punjabi. In the Linguistic Survey of India,
Grierson (1916) used Lahnda (also Lahanda, Lahandi, or Lahndi, meaning
Western) as an umbrella term for North-Western (Hindko, Peshawari), NorthEastern (Pothwari - Pothohari, Awankari), and Southern (Siraiki or Multani)

1

Also spelled Panjabi.
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dialects which differ from the Punjabi proper spoken in the Central and
Eastern Punjab.2 Hindko and Pothwari are distinct languages but, to some
extent, are mutually intelligible to the dialects of Punjabi spoken in Lahore,
Faisalabad, and other neighboring cities.

Figure 1. Map of Eastern (India) and Western (Pakistan) Punjab.
A full scale version of this map is on page 153.
Black circles indicate some of the major cities where dialects of Punjabi are
spoken. Multan is predominantly occupied by Siraiki speakers but there is a
large population of Punjabi speakers residing in the main city (created with
QGIS; © 2020 by Qandeel Hussain).
All dialects of Punjabi have been heavily influenced by Arabic, Persian,
English, and Hindi-Urdu. The dialects of Eastern Punjabi have borrowed
Sanskrit words via Hindi, while Arabic and Persian words came into Western
Punjabi via Urdu (Hussain et al. 2012).3 The name Punjabi itself is a

2

Central Punjab here refers to the cities of Gujranwala, Faisalabad, Lahore, and
Sahiwal.
3

Persian was the court language during the Mughal Empire and used for all the official
purposes (Alam 1998).
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combination of two Persian words, /pəɲʤ/ ‘five’ and /ab/ ‘water,’ so can be
literally translated as ‘the land of five rivers’ (Shackle 2003). Punjabi is
written in two different scripts: Gurmukhi and Shahmukhi; the former is
derived from the Lahnda script and used to write the Eastern dialects of
Punjabi in India, the latter is based on the Perso-Arabic script and is mainly
used in the Western Punjab in Pakistan.
Modern literary Punjabi has passed through four major phases (each of
which produced rich Punjabi literature): (1) 1000–1400 CE; (2) 1400–1700 CE;
(3) 1700–1850 CE; and (4) from 1850 CE to the present (Padam 1954, via
Bhardwaj 2016). Baba Farid-ud-din Ganj Shakar (1173–1266 CE) is considered
as one of the major writers in phase (1); other well-known Punjabi poets include
Guru Nanak, Bulleh Shah, Shah Hussain, and Waris Shah. The stories of Heer
Ranjha and Sohni Mahiwal are masterpieces of Punjabi literature.

2. Language shift
South Asia is a hotspot of multilingualism, and Punjabi speakers grow up in a
multilingual environment. Although Punjabi is a major language in both India
and Pakistan, there are differences in its usage across different domains. In
India, Punjabi has religious and official status and it is one of the 22
Scheduled Languages of the Indian Constitution, and therefore widely used in
both formal and informal contexts. However, in Pakistan it is mainly a
provincial language, and is more narrowly used for informal occasions. There
is an ongoing language shift in Pakistan towards high prestige languages like
English and Urdu (see Riaz 2011), with negative and derogatory connotations
associated with Punjabi speakers, who are considered paindu ‘villagers,
yokels’. Moreover, in Pakistan, Punjabi is not taught as a school subject, with
English and Urdu employed from day one of kindergarten. At high school,
college, and university levels, students can opt to study Punjabi.
Khokhlova (2014) considers Pakistani Punjabi as an endangered majority
language because even though it is spoken by a large population (44.15%) it
lacks official and provincial status. It can be argued that Punjabi speakers are
shifting towards other major and high prestige languages in Pakistan, but it is
far from being an endangered language. A fuller study of endangerment of
both Eastern and Western dialects of Punjabi would be useful, and should
consider: (a) the absolute number of speakers; (b) intergenerational
transmission; (c) decreases in the number of speakers over time; and (d)
decreases in domains of use (Rogers & Campbell 2015).
In Canada, the United States, and the United Kingdom, where English is
the dominant language, in the home younger heritage Punjabi speakers are
learning English and Urdu (the latter especially among Punjabi families from
Pakistan). Thus, it might be expected that in coming decades Punjabi will be
replaced in these immigrant communities. However, in Pakistan, where
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Punjabi is a majority autochthonous language, its replacement is not expected
any time soon, although shift to Urdu is under way, especially among upper
and higher social status families.

3. Key linguistic features of Eastern and Western Punjabi
The most striking feature of Punjabi dialects is phonemic tones, which were
developed via tonogenesis. Bailey (1904, 1914, 1926) first pointed out the
existence of contrastive tones. There is a wide range of tonal diversity across
Punjabi dialects: Eastern dialects in India appear to have completely lost
voiced aspirated stops (i.e., /b d
/) and have developed contrastive
tones. However, Western dialects spoken in Pakistan can be classified into: (a)
those which have completely lost voiced aspirates and developed tones
(dialects spoken in Lahore, Faisalabad, Sargodha and neighboring cities;
Hussain et al. 2019); (b) those which have preserved voiced aspirates and also
contrast tones (Awankari variety of Lahndi: Bahri 1962; dialects spoken in
Jhelum and neighboring cities); and (c) those which are still in a transitional
phase (i.e., in the process of losing the aspiration contrast but without gaining
contrastive tones, e.g., Jangli spoken in various parts of Western Punjab,
especially in rural areas of Faisalabad). Other key features of Punjabi include
SOV word order, postpositions, and rich gender and case systems (Bhatia
1993). Morphologically, it is a highly concatenative language with rich
agreement: nouns (animate or inanimate), verbs, and postpositions are marked
for gender (Bhardwaj 2016).

4. Available literature and resources
Some of the earliest linguistic descriptions of Punjabi are Carey (1812), Beames
(1872, 1875), Wilson (1899), Bailey (1904, 1914, 1926), and Grierson (1916).
The most recent grammars include Bashir & Conners (2019), and Bhardwaj
(2016); the former compares Punjabi with Siraiki and Hindko. Descriptions of
various aspects of Punjabi can be found in Arun (1961), Bahl (1957, 1969),
Bhatia (1975, 1993), Bowden (2012), Tolstaya (1981), Clivio (1966), Dulai
(1989), Dhillon (2010), Gill (1960), Gill & Gleason (1962), Hussain (2015,
2017), Hussain et al. (2019), Jain (1934), Malik (1995), Singh (1971), Evans et
al. (2018), Kanwal & Ritchart (2015), Shackle (2003), and Vatuk (1964).4
Grainger (1980) is apparently the first articulatory study using palatography.

4

The internet archive has various resources including dictionaries, grammars, poetry,
short stories, and encyclopedias (https://archive.org/about/; accessed 2020-09-09).
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Sandhu (1986) provided a detailed acoustic and articulatory description of
Punjabi consonants. Kochetov et al. (2019) investigated articulatory variation in
the realization of dental and retroflex nasals using ultrasound-imaging. The
author has published on various phonetic aspects of Lyallpuri Punjabi spoken in
Faisalabad, Pakistan (Hussain 2015, 2017; Hussain et al. 2019). There are a
wide range of Natural Language Processing (NLP) resources created by
researchers at Punjabi University, Patiala, India.5 Theses and dissertations on
various aspects of Punjabi in India6 and Pakistan7 are available online. A
searchable Punjabi dictionary can be found on the webpage of Digital
Dictionaries of South Asia.8

5. Current research
The author is involved in the phonetic and phonological description of Punjabi
dialects spoken in India and Pakistan (see also ongoing work by Alexei
Kochetov and colleagues). Most of the available literature describes the
dialects of Eastern Punjabi (India), and there are few detailed descriptions of
Punjabi spoken in the Pakistani Punjab (Bashir & Conners 2019). I am
working on tonogenesis and acoustic/articulatory description of stop laryngeal
and place contrasts of both Eastern and Western Punjabi. The findings of
these projects will help inform tonal and laryngeal typology across the various
dialects.
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Figure 1. Map of Eastern (India) and Western (Pakistan) Punjab. This is a full scale version of a smaller map on page 146.
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